MTI Anti-Racism Statement, Asks MMSD to provide mental health & financial resources creating the schools our students and community deserve.

Teachers union calls for removal of School Resource Officer (SROs) with the caveat that this only occurs when all four high schools are properly staffed with counselors, psychologists, social workers, nurses, and mental health specialists according to the national American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) recommended levels.

TODAY, Madison Teachers Inc. (MTI) Board of Directors released a comprehensive statement regarding the anti-racism efforts the organization is committed to and calls upon the Madison Metropolitan School District (MMSD) to fund programs like mental health specialists instead of School Resource Officers (SROs).

MTI President Andy Waity said, “This statement represents a shift in our previous position regarding SROs. A shift that emphasizes the continuing evolution of our organization. This evolution is driven by our members and their dedication to anti-racist education and social justice. We see the systematic racism that exists in our current structures and join the voices of our students and our community in calling for dramatic change in how we educate and interact with all of our students, especially those most marginalized in our schools and society.”

MTI is a member-led organization that represents about 3,000 employees of the Madison Metropolitan School District. The union has maintained a strong voice on wages, benefits, and working conditions while advocating on issues of racial and social justice.

“As a union of educators, as a union of human beings believing our purpose is to uplift the lives of all children, we must make changes that actually reflect our desired goal of becoming an anti-racist organization dedicated to liberating our marginalized children of color. Since 2018, we have endorsed Black Lives Matter in Schools Week of Action and encouraged our educators to uphold the four principles of the BLM in Schools movement: ending zero tolerance policies, hiring and retaining more staff of color, adopting ethnic studies in all curriculums on a K-12 level, and the removal of police
officers and fully funding behavioral and mental health specialists,” said MTI Vice President Michael Jones.

To that end, Madison Teachers Inc. is calling for the following:

- We call for the removal of all School Resource Officers from the four comprehensive high schools with the caveat that this only occurs when all four high schools are properly staffed with counselors, psychologists, social workers, nurses, and mental health specialists according to the national American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) recommended levels. Historically, MTI has supported School Resource Officers in our four comprehensive high schools in order to create safe places for our students and staff. We have heard from our union members, including our Black members at the high school level, that School Resource Officers build strong relationships with students, provide a sense of safety and security for all people, and often take on more of the role of a social worker or counselor than that of a law enforcement officer. We acknowledge and appreciate their partnership and commitment to our schools. However, it has become apparent from conversations with our children and community that the benefits of having police officers stationed inside our schools is outweighed by the racialized trauma experienced by some of our community members of color.

Changing our position centers our students’ needs. Our children’s emotional and mental health needs are not being met and often lead to unstable and unsafe situations. Thus, any discussion of removing SROs from high schools has to include the demand that our MMSD Board and leadership must staff all high schools with the appropriate number of student support specialists. Our district is harmfully understaffing our schools. According to the American Civil Liberties Union’s metric of equitable staffing in schools, each of our comprehensive high schools is understaffed. East High students should have one more counselor, one more nurse, one more psychologist, and four more social workers. LaFollette students should have one more counselor, one more nurse, one more psychologist, and five more social workers. Memorial students should have two more counselors, one more nurse, one more psychologist, and five more social workers. And West students should have one more counselor, one more nurse, and seven more social workers.

**Bottom line:** If we remove police officers from our schools, but do not adequately staff those same schools with social workers, nurses, counselors, and psychologists, we are perpetuating harm upon our most vulnerable young people. If we are serious about being anti-racist as a Madison community, we must fully support our students, not just by subtracting one group, but significantly adding another.

- In conjunction with the previous priority, MTI calls for more full-time social workers, nurses, psychologists, counselors, as well as a genuine and comprehensive implementation of restorative justice including staffing, training, and systems at all elementary, middle, and high schools. This includes training at every level, including administration. In order to create restorative classrooms, we need to have restorative schools, supported by restorative relationships and restorative systems for decision making. And we must have people solely dedicated to this work within every building.

- MTI calls for MMSD to commit to social-emotional learning that is culturally relevant to the needs of our children and not a canned curriculum geared towards compliance. As Dr. Bettina Love has stated, social-emotional curriculums like “Second Step” make false and racist assumptions of our children and are only used so they are quieter in the classrooms or follow teacher directions. When given the opportunity to meaningfully engage with our students and communities in developing SEL curriculum, our teachers have proven that we can develop stronger social-emotional learning opportunities based on authentic relationships, instead of seeking compliance.
• MTI calls for Crisis Prevention Institute’s (CPI) Nonviolent Crisis Intervention training for all employees to ensure all adults who work with children can focus on de-escalating difficult situations instead of escalating the situation (whether intentional or unintentional). We need training that is comprehensive and focused on community-specific trauma-informed practices instead of working through prescribed checklists and modules. This is an equity strategy that would help decrease potential escalations between students and staff in school.

• MTI calls for the collaborative Union/District development of a comprehensive and teacher driven menu of professional development to support educators’ growth as anti-racist educators and development of anti-racist classrooms, curriculum, schools, and systems.

• MTI calls for school security assistants (SSAs) to be placed in the professional pool alongside teachers, administrators, and student support staff. During the COVID-19 crisis, SSAs have been designated by the District as essential workers that needed to be at their schools. Our District relies on our SSAs to complete a multitude of tasks dedicated to the safety and security of our school community, including developing strong and authentic relationships with our children outside of the classroom. The removal of SROs logically requires a greater professional investment and support in our SSA workers. Their work must be honored as essential and important year-round, and not just during a crisis.

• MTI demands that this work is not resolved through staff reduction and salary cuts. This work cannot be done on the backs of educators and staff. We call for the District budget office and leadership team to submit a vision that increases educational funding instead of decreasing it. We recognize that a pandemic brings about unique and dire challenges, but the removal of more educators, be it classroom teachers, educational assistants, or other categories of workers, perpetuates racist outcomes by increasing class sizes, decreasing individual supports, and reducing the chances of building authentic relationships -- one of the top ways we know we can improve outcomes for our children of color.
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